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Parent Conduct
* Absolutely no parents will be permitted onto the dance floor –this

ensures the safety of all patrons

* All youth must be signed in/out by a guardian at the front desk

* If you would like to pick up your child before 10PM it is your

responsibility to make sure your child is aware of this and know their

numbers

* No numbers will be called after 9:40PM – unless an emergency

* If any guardian appears under the influence of any illegal

Substance when picking up their children, the police will be notified

Student Conduct
* No Hoodies or No hats of any kind – leave them at home or they

will be checked into our coatroom

* No exposed midriffs

* No profanity or inappropriate language on shirts

* All coats and purses/bags must be checked into the coatroom

* Shoulder straps need to be at least 2 fingers wide

* Skirts/Shorts need to be no shorter than 2 hand widths above the

knee

* No hands on (hitting, pushing, chest bumping etc)

* No running

* No piggybacking

* No floor or Break-dancing dancing

* No kissing or making out

* Only 2 boys in the boys bathroom at a time

* Only 3 girls in the girls bathroom at a time

* No throwing/spilling of food or drinks on purpose

* No profanity

* If you have a set time to be picked up, then it is your

responsibility to pay attention to the clock and be ready

Failure to comply with these rules could result in removal and/or no
admittance to dances. the dojo Optimist club reserves the right to refuse
entry to any person not upholding the standards of respectful conduct.


